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Abstract

The Haldane model is a paradigmatic 2d lattice model exhibiting the integer quantum
Hall effect. We consider an interacting version of the model, and prove that for short-range
interactions, smaller than the bandwidth, the Hall conductivity is quantized, for all the
values of the parameters outside two critical curves, across which the model undergoes a
‘topological’ phase transition: the Hall coefficient remains integer and constant as long as
we continuously deform the parameters without crossing the curves; when this happens,
the Hall coefficient jumps abruptly to a different integer. Previous works were limited to
the perturbative regime, in which the interaction is much smaller than the bare gap, so
they were restricted to regions far from the critical lines. The non-renormalization of the
Hall conductivity arises as a consequence of lattice conservation laws and of the regularity
properties of the current-current correlations. Our method provides a full construction of
the critical curves, which are modified (‘dressed’) by the electron-electron interaction. The
shift of the transition curves manifests itself via apparent infrared divergences in the naive
perturbative series, which we resolve via renormalization group methods.

1 Introduction

One of the remarkable features of the Integer Quantum Hall Effect (QHE) is the impressive
precision of the quantization of the plateaus observed in the experiments. While the experimental
samples have a very complex microscopic structure, depending on a huge number of non-universal
details related to molecular forces and the atomic structure, the conductance appears to be
quantized at a very high precision, and the result only depends on fundamental constants.
The understanding of this phenomenon, via a connection between the Hall conductivity and a
topological invariant [5, 39] was a major success of theoretical condensed matter in the 80s. The
argument was later generalized to non-interacting disordered systems [2, 6, 10, 11] and to clean
multi-particle systems [4, 37]: however, the definition of conductivity in the interacting case
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required the presence of an unphysical averaging over fluxes, expected to be unimportant in the
thermodynamic limit, but a proof remained elusive for many years. Arguments based on Ward
Identities for Quantum ElectroDynamics in p2` 1q-dimensions [16, 28, 31], or on the properties
of anomalies [18], offered an alternative view on the QHE: they indicated that quantization
should persists in the presence of many body interaction, but such conclusions were based on
manipulations of divergent series, or of effective actions arising in a formal scaling limit.

The problem of a mathematical proof of the quantization of the Hall conductivity in the
presence of many-body interactions remained open for several years. After the works [2, 4, 6,
10, 11, 37], it was dormant for more than a decade, and then, in recent years, it was actively
reconsidered again. The Hall conductivity of a class of interacting fermionic systems was finally
computed, and shown to be quantized, in [26]. The fermionic Hamiltonians considered in [26]
have the form H0 ` λV , where: H0 is quadratic and gapped, with the chemical potential in
the middle of a spectral gap of width ∆0; V is a many body interaction, and λ is its strength.
The Hall coefficient is written as a power series in λ, which is well known to be convergent
[15, 19, 13, 14, 32, 1], provided that |λ| ! ∆0. Ward Identities ensure the cancellation of the
possible interaction corrections to the conductivity, thus proving that the Hall coefficient is equal
to the reference non-interacting value, which is well known to be quantized. A similar result
was also obtained by different methods in [30, 29], by combining a theorem guaranteeing the
quantization of the Hall conductance under the assumption of a volume-independent spectral
gap, see [30], with the proof of persistence of the spectral gap in fermionic systems of the form
H0 ` λV , with |λ| ! ∆0, see [29]. See also [7] and [17].

The above results leave the problem of computing the Hall conductivity in the opposite, and
more interesting, regime of interactions larger than the reference non-interacting gap completely
open: if |λ| " ∆0, approaches based on naive perturbation theory break down. Based on the
ideas of quasi-adiabatic evolution of the ground state [30], one knows that if the interaction does
not close the spectral gap above the ground state, then the Hall coefficient remains the same as
the one of H0, even in this case. However, the verification that the gap persist is much harder
in this non-perturbarive regime.

For definiteness, we investigate this problem in the case that H0 is the Haldane model [27],
which is a paradigmatic 2d lattice model exhibiting the integer quantum Hall effect, but our
approach applies to more general situations. The model is characterized by distinct gapped
topological phases, separated by critical lines along which the gap closes. We consider an
interacting version of the Haldane model, described by a Hamiltonian H0`λV ; previous results,
see [26] and [30, 29], guarantee that the Hall coefficient is independent of the interaction only
far from the critical lines, well inside the insulating regions. In this paper, we compute the
Hall conductivity for all the values of the parameters outside two critical curves, across which
the model undergoes a ‘topological’ phase transition: the Hall coefficient remains integer and
constant as long as we continuously deform the parameters without crossing the curves; when
this happens, the Hall coefficient jumps abruptly to a different integer. The main difficulties
are related to the fact that the critical lines are non-universal and interaction-dependent, thus
making a naive perurbative approach unreliable. This is analogous to what happens in the
theory of critical phenomena, where the critical temperature is modified by the interaction,
and one needs to tune the temperature as the interaction is switched on, in order to stay at
criticality. Technically, we proceed in a similar way; we do not expand around the non interacting
Hamiltonian but around a reference quadratic Hamiltonian, characterized by the same gap as
the interacting system, whose value is fixed self-consistently. It is an interesting question to see
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whether a similar strategy can be applied within the Hamiltonian scheme of [29].
Our results extend and complement those of [23], where we considered the same model (in

the special case of ultra-local interactions) and we proved: (i) existence of the critical curves,
but without an explicit control on their regularity properties, and (ii) universality of the jump
in the Hall coefficient across the critical curves, but without a proof that the coefficient remains
constant in each connected component of the complement of the critical curves. Combining
the results of [23] with those presented here, we have a complete construction of the topological
phase diagram of the interacting Haldane model. We stress that the choice of this specific model
is made only for the sake of definiteness. The proof applies to any short-range, translation
invariant lattice fermionic Hamiltonian, whose bare energy bands display conical intersections
at criticality.

Our presentation is organized as follows: in Section 2 we define the class of interacting
Haldane models that we are going to consider, and we state our main result. In Section 3
we prove the quantization of the Hall coefficient, under suitable regularity assumptions on the
Euclidean correlation functions of the interacting model. This part of the paper holds in great
generality, for a class of interacting fermionic systems much larger than the interacting Haldane
model. In Section 4 we prove the regularity assumptions on the correlations for the model at
hand, via rigorous renormalization group methods. In Section 5 we put things together and
complete the proof of our main result.

2 Main result

2.1 The model

The Haldane model describes fermions on the honeycomb lattice hopping on nearest and next-
to-nearest neighbours, in the presence of a transverse magnetic field, with zero net flux through
the hexagonal cell, and of a staggered potential.

Let Λ “
 

~x | ~x “ n1
~̀
1 ` n2

~̀
2, ni P Zu Ă R2 be the infinite triangular lattice generated by

the two basis vectors ~̀1 “
1
2p3, ´

?
3q, ~̀2 “

1
2p3,

?
3q. Given L P N, we also let ΛL “ Λ{LΛ be

the corresponding finite periodic triangular lattice of side L, which will be identified with the
set ΛL “

 

~x | ~x “ n1
~̀
1 ` n2

~̀
2, ni P ZX r0, Lq

(

with periodic boundary conditions. The lattice
is endowed with the Euclidean distance on the torus, denoted by |~x ´ ~y|L “ minmPZ2 |~x ´ ~y `
m1

~̀
1L`m2

~̀
2L|. The number of sites of ΛL is |ΛL| “ L2. The periodic honeycomb lattice can be

realized as the superposition of two periodic triangular sublattices ΛA
L ” ΛL, ΛB

L ” ΛL ` p1, 0q.
Equivalently, we can think the honeycomb lattice as a triangular lattice, with two internal
degrees of freedom corresponding to the A,B sublattices.

It is convenient to define the model in second quantization. The one-particle Hilbert space
is the set of functions hL “ tf : ΛLˆtÒ, Óuˆ tA,Bu Ñ Cu » CL2

bC4. We define the fermionic
Fock space FL as:

FL “ C‘
4L2
à

n“1

F pnqL , F pnqL “ h^nL , (2.1)

with ^ the antisymmetric tensor product. The number 4 stands for the number of sublat-
tices times the number of spin degrees of freedom. Notice that for fixed L, FL is a finite-
dimensional space. For a given site ~x P ΛL, we introduce fermionic creation and annihilation
operators ψ˘~x,ρ,σ, with ρ P tA,Bu the sublattice label and σ P tÒ, Óu the spin label. They
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satisfy the standard canonical anticommutation relations tψ`~x,ρ,σ, ψ
´
~y,ρ1,σ1u “ δρ,ρ1δσ,σ1δ~x,~y and

tψ`~x,ρ,σ, ψ
`
~y,ρ1,σ1u “ tψ´~x,ρ,σ, ψ

´
~y,ρ1,σ1u “ 0. The operators ψ˘~x,ρ,σ are consistent with the periodic

boundary conditions on ΛL, ψ˘~x`n1L`n2L,ρ,σ
“ ψ˘~x,ρ,σ.

The reciprocal lattice Λ˚L of ΛL is the triangular lattice generated by the basis vectors ~G1,
~G2, such that ~Gi ¨ ~̀j “ 2πδi,j . Explicitely, ~G1 “

2π
3 p1, ´

?
3q, ~G2 “

2π
3 p1,

?
3q. We define the

finite-volume Brillouin zone as BL :“
!

~k P R2 | ~k “ n1
L
~G1 `

n2
L
~G2, ni P Z X r0, Lq

)

. We define

the Fourier transforms of the fermionic creation and annihilation operators as:

ψ˘~x,ρ,σ “
1

L2

ÿ

~kPBL

e˘i
~k¨~xψ̂~k,ρ,σ @~x P ΛL ðñ ψ̂˘~k,ρ,σ

“
ÿ

~xPΛL

e¯i
~k¨~xψ~x,ρ,σ @~k P BL .

(2.2)
With this definition, ψ̂˘~k,ρ,σ

are periodic over the Brillouin zone, ψ̂~k`m1
~G1`m2

~G2,ρ,σ
“ ψ̂~k,ρ,σ.

Moreover, the Fourier transforms of the fermionic operators satisfy the anticommutation rela-
tions: tψ̂`~k,ρ,σ

, ψ̂´~k1,ρ1,σ1
u “ L2δ~k,~k1δρ,ρ1δσ,σ1 and tψ̂`~k,ρ,σ

, ψ̂`~k1,ρ1,σ1
u “ tψ̂´~k,ρ,σ

, ψ̂´~k1,ρ1,σ1
u “ 0.

The Hamiltonian of the model is: H “ H0 ` UV, with H0 the noninteracting Hamiltonian
and V the many-body interaction of strength U . We have:

H0 “ ´t1
ÿ

~xPΛL

ÿ

σ“Ò,Ó

rψ`~x,A,σψ
´
~x,B,σ ` ψ

`
~x,A,σψ

´

~x´~̀1,B,σ
` ψ`~x,A,σψ

´

~x´~̀2,B,σ
` h.c.s

´t2
ÿ

~xPΛL

ÿ

α“˘
j“1,2,3

ÿ

σ“ÒÓ

reiαφψ`~x,A,σψ
´
~x`α~γj ,A,σ

` e´iαφψ`~x,B,σψ
´
~x`α~γj ,B,σ

s

`W
ÿ

~xPΛL

ÿ

σ“ÒÓ

rn~x,A,σ ´ n~x,B,σs ´ µ
ÿ

~xPΛL

ÿ

ρ“A,B

ÿ

σ“ÒÓ

n~x,ρ,σ , (2.3)

with ~γ1 “ ~̀
1 ´ ~̀

2, ~γ2 “ ~̀
2, ~γ3 “ ´~̀1 and n~x,ρ,σ “ ψ`~x,ρ,σψ

´
~x,ρ,σ. For definiteness, we assume

that t1 ą 0 and t2 ą 0. The term proportional to t1 describes nearest neighbor hopping on
the hexagonal lattice. The term proportional to t2 describes next-to-nearest neighbor hopping,
with the complex phases e˘iφ modeling the effect of an external, transverse, magnetic field. The
term proportional to W describes a staggered potential, favoring the occupancy of the A or B
sublattice, depending on whether W is negative or positive. Finally, the term proportional to
µ is the chemical potential, which controls the average particle density in the Gibbs state. See
Fig. 1. Concerning the many-body interaction, we assume it to be a density-density interaction
of the form:

V “
ÿ

~x,~yPΛL

ÿ

ρ“A,B

pn~x,ρ ´ 1qvρρ1p~x´ ~yqpn~y,ρ1 ´ 1q , (2.4)

where n~x,ρ “
ř

σ“Ò,Ó n~x,ρ,σ and vρρ1p~xq “ v
`

~x ` pδρ,B ´ δρ1,Bqp1, 0q
˘

, with v a finite range,
rotationally invariant, potential.

The noninteracting Hamiltonian can be rewritten as:

H0 “
ÿ

~x,~y

ÿ

ρ,ρ1,σ

ψ`~x,ρ,σHρρ1p~x´ ~yqψ
´
~y,ρ1,σ , (2.5)

where Hρρ1p~x ´ ~yq are the matrix elements of the Haldane model; we denote by Hp~x ´ ~yq the

corresponding 2ˆ2 block. We introduce the Bloch Hamiltonian Ĥpkq “
ř

~zPΛL
e´i

~k¨~zHp~zq, with

4



BA

~x

~γ1

~γ2

~γ3

~̀
2

~̀
1

Figure 1: The honeycomb lattice of the Haldane model. The empty dots belong to ΛA
L , while

the black dots belong to ΛB
L. The oval encircles the two sites of the fundamental cell, labeled by

the position of the empty dot, i.e., of the site of the A sublattice. The nearest neighbor vectors
~δi, are shown explicitly, together with the next-to-nearest neighbor vectors ~γi, and the two basis
vectors ~̀1,2 of ΛL.

~k P BL. An explicit computation gives:

Ĥp~kq “

˜

´2t2α1p~kq cosφ`mp~kq ´ µ ´t1Ω˚p~kq

´t1Ωp~kq ´2t2α1p~kq cosφ´mp~kq ´ µ

¸

(2.6)

where:

α1p~kq “
3
ÿ

j“1

cosp~k ¨ ~γjq , mp~kq “W ´ 2t2 sinφα2p~kq ,

α2p~kq “
3
ÿ

j“1

sinp~k ¨ ~γjq , Ωp~kq “ 1` e´i
~k¨~̀1 ` e´i

~k¨~̀2 .

(2.7)

The corresponding energy bands are

ε˘p~kq “ ´2t2α1p~kq cosφ˘

b

mp~kq2 ` t21|Ωp
~kq|2 .

To make sure that the energy bands do not overlap, we assume that t2{t1 ă 1{3. For L Ñ 8,
the two bands can touch only at the Fermi points ~k˘F “

`

2π
3 ,˘

2π
3
?

3

˘

, which are the two zeros of

Ωp~kq, around which Ωp~k˘F `
~k1q » 3

2pik
1
1 ˘ k12q. The condition that the two bands touch at ~kωF ,

with ω “ `,´, is that mω “ 0, with

mω ” mp~kωF q “W ` ω3
?

3 t2 sinφ . (2.8)

If, instead, m` and m´ are both different from zero, then the spectrum of Ĥp~kq is gapped for
all ~k, corresponding to an insulating phase.
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2.2 Lattice currents and linear reponse theory

Let n~x “
ř

ρ“A,B

ř

σ“Ò,Ó n~x,ρ,σ be the total density operator at ~x. Its time-evolution is given by

n~xptq “ eiHtn~xe
´iHt, which satisfies the following lattice continuity equation:

Btn~xptq “ irH, n~xptqs ”
ÿ

~y

j~x,~yptq , (2.9)

with j~x,~y the bond current:

j~x,~y “
ÿ

ρ,ρ1“A,B

ÿ

σ“Ò,Ó

piψ`~y,ρ1,σHρ1ρp~y ´ ~xqψ
´
~x,ρ,σ ` h.c.q . (2.10)

Notice that j~x,~y “ ´j~y,~x. Thus, using that Hp~xq ‰ 0 if and only if ~x “ ~0,˘~̀1,˘~̀2,˘p~̀1 ´ ~̀
2q,

Eq. (2.9) implies:

Btn~xptq “
ÿ

~y

j~x,~yptq “
ÿ

i“1,2

rj
~x,~x`~̀i

` j
~x,~x´~̀i

s ` j
~x,~x`~̀1´~̀2

` j
~x,~x´~̀1`~̀2

” ´d1̃1,~x ´ d2̃2,~x , (2.11)

where difp~xq “ fp~xq ´ fp~x´ ~̀iq is the lattice derivative along the ~̀i direction, and:

̃1,~x “ ´j~x,~x`~̀1 ´ j~x,~x`~̀1´~̀2 , ̃2,~x “ ´j~x,~x`~̀2 ´ j~x,~x´~̀1`~̀2 . (2.12)

The operators ̃i,~x are the components along the ~̀
i directions of the total vectorial current,

defined as
~~x “ ̃1,~x

~̀
1 ` ̃2,~x

~̀
2 . (2.13)

Note that, given the definitions of ~̀1,2, the components of the lattice current along the two
reference, orthogonal, coordinate directions are:

j1,~x “
3

2
p̃1,~x ` ̃2,~xq, j2,~x “

?
3

2
p ˜́1,~x ` ̃2,~xq. (2.14)

We are interested in the transport properties of the Haldane-Hubbard model, in the linear
response regime. The Gibbs state of the interacting model is defined as: x¨yβ,L “ TrFL ¨e

´βH{Zβ,L
with Zβ,L “ TrFLe

´βH the partition function. We define the conductivity matrix via the Kubo
formula, for i, j “ 1, 2:

σij :“
1

|~̀1 ^ ~̀2|
lim

p0Ñ0`

1

p0

”

´ i

ż 0

´8

dt ep0t lim
β,LÑ8

1

L2
xrJi ,Jjptqsyβ,L ` i lim

β,LÑ8

1

L2
xrJi,Xjsyβ,L

ı

,

(2.15)
with ~X the second quantization of the position operator, and ~J “

ř

~xPΛL
~~x “ irH, ~X s the total

current operator1. This formula describes the linear response of the average current at the time

1There is an issue in defining the position operator on the torus. In order to avoid the problem, we interpret
the second term in (2.15) as being equal to i B

Bqj
xxxrJip~qq, Np´~qqsyyy8

ˇ

ˇ

~q“~0
, where: ~J p~qq “

ř

~xPΛL
~j~xe

i~q~x, Np~qq “
ř

~xPΛL
n~xe

i~q~x, xxxrJip~qq, Np´~qqsyyy8 :“ limβ,LÑ8
1
L2 xrJip~qpLqq, Np´~qpLqqsyβ,L, and ~qpLq a sequence of vectors in BL

such that limLÑ8 ~qpLq “ ~q.
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t “ 0 an adiabatic external field of the form eηt ~E ¨ ~X , see e.g. [21] for a formal derivation, and
[8, 9, 36, 38] for a rigorous derivation in a slightly different setting.

Remark. The indices i, j labelling the elements of the conductivity matrix (2.15) refer
to the two reference, orthogonal, coordinate directions. Sometimes, a similar definition of the
Kubo matrix is given, where, instead, the indices i, j label the two lattice coordinate directions
~̀
1, ~̀2 (‘adapted basis’). The two definitions are, of course, related in a simple way, via the

transformation induced by the change of basis. In particular, the transverse conductivities
defined in the orthogonal and in the adapted basis are the same, up to an overall multiplicative
factor, equal to |~̀1 ^ ~̀

2|. The longitudinal conductivities are, instead, related via a matrix
relation that mixes up the diagonal and non-diagonal components of the conductivity matrix.
For ease of comparison with experimental papers on graphene, or graphene-like materials, we
prefer to use the definition involving the orthogonal reference directions, which we find more
natural.

In the absence of interactions, the Kubo conductivity matrix of the Haldane model can
be computed explicitly. Suppose that mω ‰ 0, both for ω “ ` and for ω “ ´, and let us
choose the chemical potential in the spectral gap. For instance, let µ “ ´2t2 cosφα1pk

ω
F q, which

corresponds to choosing the chemical potential in the ‘middle of the gap’. Then, it turns out
that [27]:

σ11 “ 0 , σ12 “ ´σ21 “
ν

2π
, ν “ signpm`q ´ signpm´q . (2.16)

The integer ν is the Chern number of the Bloch bundle associated to Ĥp~kq. The zeros of
mω “ W ` ω3

?
3t2 sinφ, with ω P t˘u, define the critical curves of the Haldane model, which

separate the different topological phases, corresponding to different values of ν. On the curves,
the spectrum is gapless: the energy bands intersect with conical intersection, and the system
displays a quantization phenomenon of the longitudinal conductivity:

σ11 “ σ22 “
1

8
, (2.17)

while σ11 “ σ22 “
1
4 at the ‘graphene points’ m` “ m´ “ 0.

2.3 Main result: interacting topological phases and phase transitions

Let us now turn on the many-body interaction, U ‰ 0. In previous works, it was proved that the
quantization of the conductivity persists, but only for interactions of strength much smaller than
the gap of H0. Our main result, summarized in the next theorem, overcomes this limitation.

Theorem 2.1. There exists U0 ą 0, independent of W,φ, such that for |U | ă U0 the following
is true. There exist three functions, δωpU,W, φq, with ω “ ˘, and ξpU,W, φq, analytic in U
and continuously differentiable in W,φ, such that, if the chemical potential is fixed at the value
µ “ ´2t2 cosφα1pk

ω
F q ` ξpU,W, φq, then, for all the values of W,φ such that mR

ω pW,φq :“
W ` ω3

?
3t2 sinφ ` δωpU,W, φq is different from zero, both for ω “ ` and for ω “ ´, the

interacting Hall conductivity is

σ12pUq “
1

2π

“

signpmR
`q ´ signpmR

´q
‰

. (2.18)

Moreover, the conditions mR
ω pW,φq “ 0, ω P t˘u, define two C1 curves W “ WR

ω pφq, called
‘critical curves’, which are C1 close to the unperturbed curves W “ ´ω3

?
3t2 sinφ. The two

7



critical curves have the same qualitative properties as the unperturbed ones, in the sense that:
(i) they intersect at pW,φq “ p0, 0q, p0, πq; (ii) they are one the image of the other, under the
reflection W Ñ ´W ; (iii) they are monotone for φ P r´π

2 ,
π
2 s; (iv) they are odd in φ, and their

periodic extension to R is even under the reflection φÑ π ´ φ.

The main improvement of this result with respect to previous works is that it establishes the
quantization of the Hall conductivity for values of the coupling constant U that are much larger
than the gap of the bare Hamiltonian: it states that the interaction does not change the value of
the interacting Hall conductivity, provided we do not cross the interacting critical curves, which
we construct explicitly; this universality of the Hall coefficient holds, in particular, arbitrarily
close to the critical curves. On the critical curves the system is massless, i.e., correlations decay
algebraically at large distances, and we do not have informations on the transverse conductivity
coefficient. However, the critical longitudinal conductivity displays the same quantization phe-
nomenon as the non-interacting one: namely, if W “ WR

ω pφq, for either ω “ ` or ω “ ´, and
φ ‰ 0, π, then

σ11 “ σ22 “
1

8
, (2.19)

while σ11 “ σ22 “
1
4 for pW,φq “ p0, 0q, p0, πq; see [23] for the proof.

Finally, let us stress that we focus on a specific class of many-body perturbations of the
Haldane model just for the sake of definiteness: the method of the proof actually applies to
any translation-invariant interacting Hamiltonian of the form H “ H0 ` UV, with: (i) V a
short-range, spin-independent, interaction, (ii) |U | small compared to the bandwidth, and (iii)
H0 a quadratic Hamiltonian that can become gapless as a parameter is varied: in the gapless
case, H0 has a degenerate, point-like, Fermi surface, around which the dispersion relation has a
linear, ‘graphene-like’, behavior.

2.3.1 Strategy of the proof

Let us give an informal summary of the main steps of the proof. For simplicity, we limit ourselves
to the generic case W ‰ 0, φ ‰ 0, the special, symmetric, complementary case (W “ 0 and/or
φ “ 0) being treatable analogously. Thanks to the symmetries of the model, see Eqs.(4.7)–(4.13)
below, we further restrict ourselves, without loss of generality, to the range of parameters

W ą 0, 0 ă φ ď
π

2
, (2.20)

which corresponds to the case m` ą |m´|, where m˘ are defined in (2.8). Note that, under
these conditions, the amplitude of the bare gap is given by |m´|.

We expect the interaction to modify (‘renormalize’) in a non trivial way both the chemical
potential and the width of the gap2. In order to compute the interacting gap, we proceed as
follows. For the purpose of this discussion, let us denote by H0pW,φ, µq the non-interacting
Hamiltonian (2.3), thought of as a function of the parameters pW,φ, µq, at fixed t1, t2. We
rewrite µ in the form µ “ ´2t2 cosφα1pk

ω
F q ´ ξ, and, recalling that W “ m´ ` 3

?
3t2 sinφ, we

rewrite W “ pm´ ´ δq ` 3
?

3t2 sinφ ` δ ” mR,´ ` 3
?

3t2 sinφ ` δ, where δ will be chosen in
such a way that mR,´ “ m´ ´ δ has the interpretation of renormalized gap. By using these

2Here, by ‘gap’ we mean the rate of the exponential decay of the Euclidean correlations.
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rewritings, we find:

H “ H0pW,φ, µq ` UV “ HR
0 pmR,´, φq ` UV ` δ

ÿ

~xPΛL

rn~x,A ´ n~x,Bs ` ξ
ÿ

~xPΛL

n~x,

where
HR

0 pmR,´, φq :“ H0pmR,´ ` 3
?

3t2 sinφ, φ,´2t2 cosφα1pk
ω
F qq

and n~x,ρ “
ř

σ“Ò,Ó n~x,ρ,σ. Let us now introduce the reference Hamiltonian HR, thought of as a
function of the parameters U,mR,´, φ, defined by

HR :“ HR
0 pmR,´, φq ` UV ` δpU,mR,´, φq

ÿ

~xPΛL

rn~x,A ´ n~x,Bs ` ξpU,mR,´, φq
ÿ

~xPΛL

n~x. (2.21)

In general, HR is different from the original Hamiltonian H. However, by construction, H “ HR,
provided that µ “ ´2t2 cosφα1pk

ω
F q ´ ξpU,mR,´, φq, and mR,´ is a solution of the fixed point

equation
mR,´ “W ´ 3

?
3t2 sinφ´ δpU,mR,´, φq . (2.22)

Our construction, described below, will allow us to fix the counterterms ξpU,mR,´, φq and
δpU,mR,´, φq in such a way that they are small, of order OpUq, and that, as anticipated above,
mR,´ has the interpretation of renormalized gap: in particular, the condition mR,´ ‰ 0 implies
that the system is massive, that is, correlations decay exponentially at large distances, with
decay rate mR,´.

Given these definitions, the main steps of the proof are the following.

i) We introduce the Euclidean correlations and the Euclidean Hall conductivity, which are
formally obtained from the corresponding real-time formulas via a ‘Wick rotation’ of the
time variable. In Lemma 3.4, by differentiating the Ward Identities associated with the
continuity equation, and by combining the result with the Schwinger-Dyson equation,
we show that the Euclidean Hall conductivity of HR is constant in U , provided that
ξpU,mR,´, φq, δpU,mR,´, φq are differentiable in U and that the Fourier transform of the
Euclidean correlation functions is smooth (i.e., at least of class C3) in the momenta, for
any fixed mR,´ ‰ 0.

ii) As a second step, we prove the assumptions of Lemma 3.4. More precisely, we prove that
there exist two functions ξpU,mR,´, φq and δpU,mR,´, φq, analytic in U , such that the
Euclidean correlations of the model (2.21) are analytic in U and, if mR,´ ‰ 0, they are
exponentially decaying at large space-time distances, with decay rate mR,´; in particular,
if mR,´ ‰ 0, their Fourier transform is smooth in the momenta.

iii) Next, we prove the equivalence between the original model and the model with Hamiltonian
HR, anticipated above. In particular, we prove that δ is differentiable in mR,´, with small
(i.e., OpUq) derivative; therefore, eq.(2.22) can be solved via the implicit function theorem,
thus giving

mR,´ “W ´ 3
?

3t2 sinφ` rδpU,W, φq, (2.23)

and we show that |rδpU,W, φq| ď C|U |pW ` sinφq. The equation for the interacting critical
curve has the form: W “ 3

?
3 t2 sinφ` δpU, 0, φq “ p1`OpUqq 3

?
3t2 sinφ.
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iv) Finally, once we derived explicit estimates on the decay properties of the Euclidean corre-
lations, we infer the identity between the Euclidean and the real-time Kubo conductivity,
via [3, Lemma B.1].

The key technical difference with respect to the strategy in [26] is the rewriting of the model
in terms of the renormalized reference Hamiltonian HR

0 : this allows us to take into account the
renormalization of the gap and of the chemical potential, which characterizes the interacting
critical point of the theory.

3 Lattice conservation laws and universality

In this section, we show how lattice conservation laws can be used to prove the universality of the
Euclidean Kubo conductivity, see step (i) above. The main result of this section is summarized in
Lemma 3.4. Before getting to this lemma, in Section 3.1 we introduce the Euclidean formalism
and derive the Ward identities, associated with the lattice continuity equation (2.9), for the
Euclidean correlations. In Sections 3.1.1 and 3.1.2 we differentiate and manipulate the Ward
identities, under the assumption that the current-current correlations are sufficiently smooth in
momentum space, thus getting some important identities, summarized in Lemma 3.1 and 3.2.
Finally, in Section 3.2, we prove Lemma 3.4, by combining these identities with the Schwinger-
Dyson equation.

3.1 Euclidean formalism and Ward identities

Given an operator O on FL and t P r0, βq, we define the imaginary-time evolution generated

by the Hamiltonian HR, Eq. (2.21), as: Ot :“ etH
ROe´tHR

. Notice that Ot ” Op´itq, with

Optq the real-time evolution generated by HR. Given n operators Op1qt1 , . . . ,O
pnq
tn on FL, each of

which (i) can be written as a polynomial in the time-evolved creation and annihilation operators

ψ˘
pt,~xq,ρ “ etH

R
ψ˘~x,ρe

´tHR
, (ii) is normal-ordered, and (iii) is either even or odd in ψ˘

pt,~xq,ρ, we

define their time-ordered average, or Euclidean correlation function, as:

xTOp1qt1 ¨ ¨ ¨O
pnq
tn y

R
β,L :“

TrFLe
´βHR

T
 

Op1qt1 ¨ ¨ ¨O
pnq
tn

(

TrFLe
´βHR , (3.1)

where the (linear) operator T is the fermionic time-ordering, acting on a product of fermionic
operators as:

T
 

ψε1
pt1,~x1q,σ1

¨ ¨ ¨ψεn
ptn,~xnq,σn

(

“ sgnpπqψ
επp1q
ptπp1q,~xπp1qq,σπp1q

¨ ¨ ¨ψ
επpnq
ptπpnq,~xπpnqq,σπpnq

, (3.2)

where π is a permutation of t1, . . . , nu with signature sgnpπq such that tπp1q ě . . . ě tπpnq. If some
operators are evaluated at the same time, the ambiguity is solved by normal ordering. We also de-

note the connected Euclidean correlation function, or cumulant, by xTOp1qt1 ;Op2qt2 ; ¨ ¨ ¨ ;Opnqtn y
R
β,L.

Let O be a self-adjoint operator on FL. We define its time Fourier transform as: pOp0 “
şβ
0 dt e

´ip0tOt with p0 P
2π
β Z the Matsubara frequencies. Also, we denote by pOp, for p “

pp0, p1, p2q, the joint space-time Fourier transform of the operator Opt,~xq:

pOp “

ż β

0
dt

ÿ

~xPΛL

e´ip¨xOx,
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with x “ pt, x1, x2q ” px0, x1, x2q.
Let jµ,~x, with µ P t0, 1, 2u, be the three-component operator such that j0,~x :“ n~x, while

ji,~x, with i P t1, 2u, are the components of the total current along the reference, orthogonal,
coordinate directions, see (2.14). Note that jµ,~x is the natural current operator, associated both
with H and with HR, because irH, n~xs “ irHR, n~xs. We define the normalized current-current
correlation functions as:

pKβ,L;R
µ1,...,µnpp1, . . . ,pn´1q :“

1

βL2
xT ̂µ1,p1 ; ̂µ2,p2 ; ¨ ¨ ¨ ; ̂µn,´p1´...´pn´1y

R
β,L (3.3)

for µi P t0, 1, 2u. We also denote the infinite volume, zero temperature limit of the Euclidean cor-

relations by: pKR
µ1,...,µnpp1, . . . ,pn´1q :“ limβÑ8 limLÑ8

pKβ,L;R
µ1,...,µnpp1, . . . ,pn´1q. The Euclidean

conductivity matrix for HR is

σE,R
ij :“

1

|~̀1 ^ ~̀2|
lim

p0Ñ0`

1

p0

´

´ pKR
i,j

`

p´p0,~0q
˘

` ixxxrJi,XjsyyyR8
¯

, (3.4)

where, in the second term, xxx ¨ yyyR8 :“ limβ,LÑ8
1
L2 x¨y

R
β,L, and the expression rJj ,Xis must be

understood as explained in the footnote 1 above. This definition can be obtained via a formal
‘Wick rotation’ of the time variable, t Ñ ´it, starting from the original definition of the Kubo
conductivity, (2.15), see, e.g., [21]. A posteriori, we will see that in our context the two definitions
coincide, see Section 5 below.

The structure correlation functions, and hence the conductivity, is severely constrained by
lattice Ward identities. These are nonperturbative implications of lattice continuity equation
Eq.(2.11), which we rewrite here in imaginary time:

iBx0j0,x ` div~x~x “ 0 , (3.5)

where we used the notation div~x~x :“
ř

i“1,2 dĩi,x.

For instance, consider the current-current correlation function3,

xT j0,x ; jν,yy
R
β,L “ θpx0 ´ y0qxj0,x ; jν,yy

R
β,L ` θpy0 ´ x0qxjν,y ; j0,xy

R
β,L , (3.6)

where θptq is the Heaviside step function and the correlations in the right side are the time-
unordered ones (i.e., they are defined without the action of the time-ordering operator). Using
the continuity equation Eq. (3.5):

iBx0xT j0,x ; jν,yy
R
β,L “ xT iBx0j0,x ; jν,yy

R
β,L ` ixrj0,~x , jν,~ysy

R
β,Lδpx0 ´ y0q

“ ´xT div~x~x ; jν,yy
R
β,L ` ixrj0,~x , jν,~ysy

R
β,Lδpx0 ´ y0q . (3.7)

Let us now take the Fourier transform of both sides: integrating by parts w.r.t. x0 and using
(3.7), we find

p0
pKβ,L;R

0,ν ppq “ ´
1

βL2

ż β

0
dx0

ż β

0
dy0

ÿ

~x,~yPΛL

e´ip0px0´y0qe´i~p¨p~x´~yqiBx0xT j0,x ; jν,yy
R
β,L

“
ÿ

i“1,2

p1´ e´i~p¨
~̀
iq

1

βL2
xT ~̂p ¨

~Gi
2π

; ̂ν,´py
R
β,L ´ i

ÿ

~x

e´i~p¨~xxrj0,~x , jν,~0sy
R
β,L

”
ÿ

i,i1“1,2

p1´ e´i~p¨
~̀
iq
p~Giqi1

2π
pKβ,L;R
i1,ν ppq ` pSβ,L;R

ν ppq , (3.8)

3The definition in (3.6) is only valid for x0 ‰ y0. However, the value at x0 “ y0 has no influence on the
following formulas, in particular on (3.8), which is the main goal of the following manipulations.
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where we used that ̃i,x “ ~x ¨
~Gi
2π , with ~Gi, i “ 1, 2, the vectors of the dual basis, see definition

in Section 2.1. More generally, denoting p0, ν2, . . . , νnq by p0, νq, one has:

p1,0
pKβ,L;R

0,ν ptpiu
n´1
i“1 q “

ÿ

i,i1“1,2

p1´ e´i~p1¨~̀iq
p~Giqi1

2π
pKβ,L;R
i1,ν ptpiu

n´1
i“1 q `

pSβ,L;R
ν ptpiu

n´1
i“1 q , (3.9)

pSβ,L;R
ν p¨ ¨ ¨ q :“ ´

i

βL2

n
ÿ

j“2

xTCνj pp1,pjq ; ̂ν2,p2 ; . . . ; ̂νj´1,pj´1 ; ̂νj`1,pj`1 ; ¨ ¨ ¨ ; ̂νn,pny
R
β,L,

with Cνpp1,p2q “
şβ
0 dt e

´itpω1`ω2qr̂0,pt,~p1q , ̂ν,pt,~p2qs (here, with some abuse of notation, we let
̂µ,pt,~pq be the imaginary-time evolution at time t of ̂µ,~p), and with the understanding that
pn “ ´p1 ´ . . .´ pn´1. Even more generally, the identity remains valid if some of the current
operators jνi,pi are replaced by other local operators Ôi,pi : in this case, of course, the operators
Cνi must be modified accordingly. In the following, we will be interested in replacing one of the
current operators either by the staggered density

̂3,p :“ np,A ´ np,B , (3.10)

where np,ρ is the Fourier transform of npt,~xq,ρ :“
ř

σ ψ
`

pt,~xq,ρ,σψ
´

pt,~xq,ρ,σ, or by the quartic interac-

tion potential

V̂p :“

ż β

0
dx0 e

´ip0x0
ÿ

~x

e´i~p¨~x
ÿ

~y,ρ,ρ1

vρ,ρ1p~x´ ~yq
`

pn~x,ρ ´ 1qpn~y,ρ1 ´ 1q
˘

x0
. (3.11)

As we shall see below, the combination of the identity (3.9) together with the regularity of
the correlation functions has remarkable implications on the structure of the correlations.

3.1.1 Consequences of the Ward identities for C1 correlations

Here we start by discussing the consequences of the Ward identities for continuously differentiable
correlations.

Lemma 3.1. Let pβ,L P
2π
β Z ˆ 2π

L Z2, such that limβ,LÑ8 pβ,L “ p P Bεp0q :“ tq P R2 |

|q| ă εu, for some ε ą 0. Suppose that pKR
µ,νppq “ limβ,LÑ8

pKβ,L;R
µ,ν ppβ,Lq and pSR

j ppq “

limβ,LÑ8
pSβ,L;R
j ppβ,Lq exist and that pKR

µ,νppq,
pSR
j ppq P C

1pBεp0qq. Then,

σE,Rij “
1

|~̀1 ^ ~̀2|

B

Bp0

pKR
i,jp0q . (3.12)

Proof. Consider Eq. (3.8) with ν “ j, in the β, LÑ 8 limit. We differentiate both sides w.r.t.
pi, and take the limit pÑ 0, thus getting (recall that ~̀i ¨ ~Gj “ 2πδi,j):

0 “ i pKR
i,jp0q `

B

Bpi
pSR
j p0q. (3.13)

Now, recall the definition of pSβ,L;R
j ppq from eq.(3.8): pSβ,L;R

j p0q “ ´i
ř

~x e
´i~p¨~xxrn~x , jj,~0sy

R
β,L,

where we also used that j0,~x “ n~x. Taking the limit β, L Ñ 8 and the derivative with respect
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to pi, we get B
Bpi

pSR
j p0q “ ´xxxrXi,JjsyyyR8, where xxx ¨ yyyR8 was defined in (3.4), and the expression

rJj ,Xis must be understood as explained in the footnote 1 above. In conclusion,

pKR
i,jp0q “ ixxxrJj ,XisyyyR8 , (3.14)

and, if we plug this identity in (3.4), noting that xxxrJj ,XisyyyR8 is even under the exchange iÐÑj,
we obtain the desired identity.

3.1.2 Consequences of the Ward identities for C3 correlations

Next, we discuss some other implications of the Ward identities for C3 three-point correlations of
the current operator (twice) with either the staggered density ĵ3,p (see (3.10)), or the interaction
potential (see (3.11)), defined as

pKβ,L;R
µ,ν,3 pp,qq :“

1

βL2
xT ̂µ,p ; ̂ν,q ; ̂3,´p´qyβ,L

pKβ,L;R
µ,ν,V pp,qq :“

1

βL2
xT ̂µ,p ; ̂ν,q ; V̂´p´qyβ,L . (3.15)

We also let

pSβ,L;R
j,3 pp,qq :“ ´

i

βL2
xCjpp,qq ; ̂3,´p´qy

R
β,L , (3.16)

pSβ,L;R
j,V pp,qq :“ ´

i

βL2
xCjpp,qq ; V̂´p´qyRβ,L . (3.17)

be the new Schwinger terms. As usual, we denote by pKR
µ,ν,7,

pSR
j,7 the β, L Ñ 8 limits of

pKβ,L;R
µ,ν,7 p¨ ¨ ¨ q,

pSβ,L;R
j,7 p¨ ¨ ¨ q, with 7 P t3, V u.

Lemma 3.2. Let 7 P t0, 3, V u. Suppose that the limiting functions pKR
µ,ν,7pp,qq,

pSR
j,7pp,qq exist

in Bεp0q ˆBεp0q, and that they are of class C3 in this domain. Then:

B

Bp0

pKR
i,j,7ppp0,~0q, p´p0,~0qq “

B

Bp0

”

p2
0

B2

BpiBqj
pKR

0,0,7ppp0,~0q, p´p0,~0qq
ı

. (3.18)

In particular, the left side of Eq. (3.18) vanishes as p0 Ñ 0.

Proof. Taking the β, LÑ8 limit of the Ward Identity (3.9) with ν “ p0, 7q, we find

p0
pKR

0,0,7pp,qq “
ÿ

i,i1“1,2

p1´ e´i~p¨
~̀
iq
p~Giqi1

2π
pKR
i1,0,7pp,qq . (3.19)

Similarly, choosing ν “ pj, 7q

p0
pKR

0,j,7pp,qq “
ÿ

i,i1“1,2

p1´ e´i~p¨
~̀
iq
p~Giqi1

2π
pKR
i1,j,7pp,qq `

pSR
j,7pp,qq , (3.20)

and, exchanging the roles of p and q, we also get

q0
pKR
i,0,7pp,qq “

ÿ

j,j1“1,2

p1´ e´i~q¨
~̀
j q
p~Gjqj1

2π
pKR
i,j1,7pp,qq `

pSR
i,7pp,qq . (3.21)
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Combining (3.19) with (3.21), we find

q0p0
pKR

0,0,7pp,qq “
ÿ

i,i1“1,2

”

ÿ

j,j1“1,2

p1´ e´i~p¨
~̀
iqp1´ e´i~q¨

~̀
j q
p~Giqi1

2π

p~Gjqj1

2π
pKR
i1,j1,7pp,qq

` p1´ e´i~p¨
~̀
iq
p~Giqi1

2π
pSR
i1,7pp,qq

ı

. (3.22)

We now derive w.r.t. pi, qj , and then set p “ ´q “ pp0,~0q, thus finding:

p2
0

B2

BpiBqj
pKR

0,0,7

`

pp0,~0q, p´p0,~0q
˘

“ pKR
i,j,7

`

pp0,~0q, p´p0,~0q
˘

´ i
B

Bqj
pSR
i,7

`

pp0,~0q, p´p0,~0q
˘

. (3.23)

Finally, notice that BqjS
R
i,7

`

pp0,~0q, p´p0,~0q
˘

is constant in p0 (recall the definition of Schwinger
term, Eq. (3.16), and of Cj , Eq. (3.9)). Therefore, after differentiation in p0, the final claim
follows.

3.2 Universality of the Euclidean conductivity matrix

Here we prove the universality of the Euclidean conductivity matrix, defined in Eq. (3.4). We
restrict to the range of parameters (2.20), as discussed at the beginning of Section 2.3.1. In
terms of the renormalized paramters, we restate (2.20) as

0 ă φ ď
π

2
, mR,` ą |mR,´| , (3.24)

where
mR,` :“ mR,´ ` 6

?
3 t2 sinφ . (3.25)

A key ingredient in the proof is the following regularity result for the correlation functions.

Proposition 3.3. There exists U0 ą 0 such that, for |U | ă U0 and for parameters pφ,mR,´q

in the range (3.24), the following is true. There exist functions ξpU,mR,´, φq, δpU,mR,´, φq,

analytic in U and vanishing at U “ 0, such that the Euclidean correlation functions pKR
µ,νppq,

pKR
µ,ν,7pp,qq, as well as the Schwinger terms pSR

j ppq,
pSR
j,7pp,qq, with 7 P t0, 3, V u, are analytic in

U ; moreover, if mR,´ ‰ 0, they are C3 in p,q P Bεp0q, uniformly in U and φ.

The proof of this proposition is postponed to the next section. Its content, combined with
the (consequences of the) Ward identities discussed above, immediately implies the universality
of the Euclidean conductivity matrix.

Lemma 3.4. Under the same assumptions as Proposition 3.3, if mR,´0 ‰ 0, then

σE,R12 “
1

2π

“

signpmR,`q ´ signpmR,´q
‰

. (3.26)

Proof. (Assuming the validity of Proposition 3.3). Thanks to Proposition 3.3, we know that
the correlation functions pKR

µ,νppq,
pKR
µ,ν,7pp,qq, and the Schwinger terms pSR

j ppq,
pSR
j,7pp,qq, with

7 P t0, 3, V u, are C2 in p,q P Bεp0q, for |U | ă U0. Therefore, we can apply Lemma 3.1 and
Lemma 3.2. Using Lemma 3.1, we rewrite the Euclidean conductivity matrix as:

σE,R
ij “

1

|~̀1 ^ ~̀2|

B

Bp0

pKR
i,jp0q . (3.27)
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Then, we rewrite pKR
i,j in terms of the non-interacting current-current correlation associated with

HR
0 , via the following interpolation formula:

pKR
i,jppq “

pKR,0
i,j ppq `

ż U

0
dU 1

d

dU 1
pKR,U 1

i,j ppq . (3.28)

where pKR,U 1

i,j ppq is the correlation associated with the (β, L Ñ 8 limit of the) Gibbs measure
with Hamiltonian

HR
U 1 :“ HR

0 ` U
1V ` δpU 1,mR,´, φq

ÿ

~xPΛL

rn~x,A ´ n~x,Bs ` ξpU
1,mR,´, φq

ÿ

~xPΛL

n~x, (3.29)

cf. with Eq.(2.21). Computing the derivative in U 1:

pKR
i,jppq “ pKR,0

i,j ppq ´

ż U

0
dU 1

”

Bδ

BU 1
pU 1,mR,´, φq pK

R,U 1

i,j,3 pp,´pq (3.30)

`
Bξ

BU 1
pU 1,mR,´, φq pK

R,U 1

i,j,0 pp,´pq `
pKR,U 1

i,j,V pp,´pq
ı

.

We now take the derivative w.r.t. p0 and take p0 Ñ 0. Using Lemma 3.2, we immediately get:

B

Bp0

pKR
i,jp0q “

B

Bp0

pKR,0
i,j p0q , (3.31)

that is, σE,R
ij “ σE,R

ij

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

U“0
(we recall that σE,R

ij

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

U“0
is the non-interacting Euclidean conductivity

associated with the quadratic Hamiltonian HR
0 at mR,´, which is assumed to be different from

zero). The final claim, Eq. (3.26), follows from a direct computation of the non-interacting
conductivity, cf. with [26, Appendix B, Eq.(B.8)].

4 Proof of Proposition 3.3

The proof of Proposition 3.3 is a rather standard application of RG methods for fermions (see,
e.g., [12, 20, 22, 33] for reviews). A similar analysis for interacting graphene, which corresponds
to the case t2 “ W “ 0, has been discussed in [24, 25], which we refer to for further details.
See also [23], where an application to the Haldane-Hubbard model was discussed. The RG
construction of the ground-state correlation functions, uniformly in the gap, is ultimately made
possible by the fact that the many-body interaction, in the critical, massless, case, is irrelevant in
the RG sense. The only qualitative effect of the interaction, with respect to the non-interacting
theory, is a finite renormalization of the gap, of the chemical potential, of the Fermi velocity
and of the wave function renormalization.

We recall once more that we restrict the discussion to the range of parameters (3.24). More-
over, we assume that W is not too large, W ďM0, for a pre-fixed constant M0, the case of large
W being substantially simpler, and left to the reader (for large W , the system is massive and is
in a trivial, non-topological, insulating phase, as it follows from the proof of [26]). Finally, for
simplicity, we set t1 “ 1, that is, in we set the scale of the bandwidth equal to one.

Proof. The starting point is the well-known representation of the Euclidean correlation in terms
of Grassmann integrals (see, for instance, [24, 26]). The generating functional of the correlations
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is denoted by Wpf,Aq, with f an external Grassmann field coupled to the fermionic fields, and
A a (five-component) external complex field conjugated to the lattice currents and the quartic
interaction. We have:

eWpf,Aq “

ş

P pdΨqe´V pΨq`pΨ,fq`pJ,Aq
ş

P pdΨqe´V pΨq
, (4.1)

where: Ψ˘x,σ, with x “ px0, ~xq P r0, βq ˆ ΛL and σ P tÒ, Óu, is a two-component Grassmann
spinor, whose components will be denoted by Ψ˘x,ρ,σ, with ρ “ A,B; P pdΨq is the fermionic
Gaussian integration with propagator

gσ,σ1px,yq “
δσ,σ1

βL2

ÿ

k0P
2π
β
pZ` 1

2
q

ÿ

~kP 2π
L
Z2
L

e´ikpx´yqĝpkq, (4.2)

where ZL “ Z{LZ and, letting

Rp~kq “ ´2t2 cosφ
`

α1p~kq ´ α1p~k
˘
F q

˘

, mRp
~kq “ mR,´ ` 2t2pα2pkq ´ α2pk

´
F qq sinφ,

and recalling that we set t1 “ 1,

ĝpkq “

˜

´ik0 `Rp~kq `mRp
~kq ´Ω˚p~kq

´Ωp~kq ´ik0 `Rp~kq ´mRp
~kq

¸´1

,

with the understanding that, at contact, gpx,xq should be interpreted as limεÑ0`rgpx`pε,~0q,xq
` gpx´ pε,~0q,xqs;

V pΨq “

ż β

0
dx0

ÿ

~xPΛL

”

U
ÿ

~yPΛL

ÿ

ρ,ρ1“A,B

nx,ρvρ,ρ1p~x´ ~yqnpx0,~yq,ρ1 (4.3)

` δpU,mR,´, φqpnx,A ´ nx,Bq ` ξpU,mR,´, φqnx

ı

,

where nx,ρ “
ř

σ“Ò,ÓΨ`x,ρ,σΨ´x,ρ,σ is the Grassmann counterpart of the density operator, and
nx “

ř

ρ“A,B nx,ρ; finally,

pΨ, fq “

ż β

0
dx0

ÿ

~xPΛL

ÿ

σ“ÒÓ

pΨ`x,σf
´
x,σ ` f

`
x,σΨ´x,σq,

pJ,Aq “
1

βL2

ÿ

p0P
2π
β
Z

ÿ

~pP 2π
L
Z2

4
ÿ

µ“0

Âp,µĴp,µ,

where Ĵp,µ “
şβ
0 dx0

ř

~xPΛL
e´ip¨xJx,µ and: Jx,0 “ nx is the Grassmann counterpart of the

density; Jx,1, Jx,2 are the Grassmann counterparts of the two components of the lattice current,

Jx,1 “
3

2
pJ̃x,1 ` J̃x,2q, Jx,2 “

?
3

2
p´J̃x,1 ` J̃x,2q,

with
J̃x,1 “ ´J~x,~x`~̀1 ´ J~x,~x`~̀1´~̀2 , J̃x,2 “ ´J~x,~x`~̀2 ´ J~x,~x´~̀1`~̀2 ,
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and
J~x,~y “

ÿ

σ“Ò,Ó

“

iΨ`~y,σHp~y ´ ~xqΨ
´
~x,σ ´ iΨ

`
~x,σHp~x´ ~yqΨ

´
~y,σ

‰

;

Jx,3 “ nx,A´nx,B is the Grassmann counterpart of the staggered density; Jx,4 is the Grassmann
counterpart of the quartic interaction,

Jx,4 “
ÿ

~y,ρ,ρ1

nx,ρvρ,ρ1p~x´ ~yqnpx0,~yq,ρ1 . (4.4)

The derivatives of the generating functional computed at zero external fields equal the Euclidean
correlation functions, cf. with, e.g., [23, Eq.(27),(28)]. Needless to say, the Euclidean correla-
tions satisfy non trivial Ward Identities, following from the lattice continuity equation. For an
example, cf. with [23, Eq.(19),(20)].

In order to compute the generating functional Wpf,Aq in Eq. (4.1), we use an expansion in
U , which is convergent uniformly in the volume and temperature, and uniformly close to (and
even on) the critical lines mR,˘ “ 0. Note that, in the parameter range (3.24) the propagator

ĝpkq is singular only when mR,´ “ 0, in which case the singularity is located at k´F :“ p0,~k´F q,

with ~k˘F “
`

2π
3 ,˘

2π
3
?

3

˘

. Due to this singularity, the Grassmann integral has, a priori, an infrared

problem, which we resolve by a multi-scale re-summation of the corresponding singularities.
The multi-scale computation of the generating function proceeds as follows. First of all, we

distinguish the ultraviolet modes, corresponding to large values of the Matsubara frequency, from
the infrared ones, by introducing two compactly supported cut-off functions, χ˘pkq, supported
in the vicinity of the Fermi points k˘F “ p0,

~k˘F q; more precisely, we let χ˘pkq “ χ0pk ´ k˘F q,
where χ0 is a smooth characteristic function of the ball of radius a0, with a0 equal to, say,
1{3) and by letting χuvpkq “ 1 ´

ř

ω“˘ χωpkq. We correspondingly split the propagator in its
ultraviolet and infrared components:

gpx,yq “ gp1qpx,yq `
ÿ

ω“˘

e´i
~kωF p~x´~yqgpď0q

ω px,yq (4.5)

where gp1qpx,yq and g
pď0q
ω px,yq are defined in a way similar to Eq.(4.2), with ĝpkq replaced by

χuvpkqĝpkq and by χ0pkqĝpk`kωF q, respectively. We then split the Grassmann field as a sum of
two independent fields, with propagators gp1q and gpď0q:

Ψ˘x,σ “ Ψ
˘p1q
x,σ `

ÿ

ω“˘

e˘i
~kωF ~xΨ

˘pď0q
x,σ,ω

and we rewrite the Grassmann Gaussian integration as the product of two independent Gaus-
sians: P pdΨq “ P pdΨpď0qqP pdΨp1qq. By construction, the integration of the ‘ultraviolet’ field
Ψp1q does not have any infrared singularity and, therefore, can be performed in a straightforward
manner, thus allowing us to rewrite the generating function Wpf,Aq as the logarithm of

eW
p0qpf,Aq

N0

ż

P pdΨpď0qqe´V
p0qpΨpď0qq`Bp0qpΨpď0q,f,Aq, (4.6)

where V p0q and Bp0q are, respectively, the effective potential and the effective source: they
are defined by the conditions that V p0qp0q “ 0 and Bp0qp0, f, Aq “ Bp0qpΨ, 0, 0q “ 0. The
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normalization constant N0 is fixed in such a way that N0 “
ş

P pdΨpď0qqe´V
p0qpΨpď0qq. All Wp0q,

V p0q and Bp0q are expressed as series of monomials in the Ψ, f, A fields, whose kernels (given by
the sum of all possible Feynman diagrams with fixed number and fixed space-time location of
the external legs) are analytic functions of the interaction strength, for U sufficiently small. The
precise statement and the proof of these claims are essentially identical to those of [24, Lemma
2], see also [26, Lemma 5.2] or [21, Section 6]; details will not belabored here and are left to the
reader.

In order to integrate the infrared scales, one has to exploit certain lattice symmetries of
the model (which replace those of [24, Lemma 1]), which allow us to reduce the number of
independent relevant and marginal terms generated by the multi-scale integration. In particular,
the symmetries under which the effective potential V p0qpΨq is invariant are the following [23,
Sect.III.B].

(1) Discrete rotation:

Ψ̂´k1,σ,ω Ñ eiω
2π
3
n´e´i

~k1¨~̀2 n´Ψ̂´Tk1,σ,ω , Ψ̂`k1,σ,ω Ñ Ψ̂`Tk1,σ,ωe
i~k1¨~̀2 n´e´iω

2π
3
n´ (4.7)

where, denoting the Pauli matrices by σ1, σ2, σ3, we defined

n´ “ p1´ σ3q{2 , Tk1 “ pk10, e
´i 2π

3
σ2~k1q ; (4.8)

that is, T is the spatial rotation by 2π{3 in the counter-clockwise direction.

(2) Complex conjugation:

Ψ̂˘k1,σ,ω Ñ Ψ̂˘
´k1,σ,´ω, cÑ c˚ , φÑ ´φ , (4.9)

where c is a generic constant appearing in P pdΨq or in V pψq.

(3) Horizontal reflections:

Ψ̂´k1,σ,ω Ñ σ1Ψ̂´Rhk1,σ,ω , Ψ̂`k1,σ,ω Ñ Ψ̂`Rhk1,σ,ωσ1 , pW,φq Ñ p´W,´φq (4.10)

where Rhk
1 “ pk10,´k

1
1, k

1
2q.

(4) Vertical reflections:
Ψ̂˘k1,σ,ω Ñ Ψ̂˘Rvk1,σ,´ω , φÑ ´φ. (4.11)

where Rvk
1 “ pk10, k

1
1,´k

1
2q.

(5) Particle-hole:

Ψ̂´k1,σ,ω Ñ iΨ̂`,TPk1,σ,´ω , Ψ̂`k1,σ,ω Ñ iΨ̂´,TPk1,σ,´ω , φÑ ´φ . (4.12)

where Pk1 “ pk10,´k
1
1,´k

1
2q.

(6) Magnetic reflections:

Ψ̂´k1,σ,ω Ñ ´iσ1σ3Ψ̂´
´Rvk1,σ,ω

, Ψ̂`k1,σ,ω Ñ ´iΨ̂`
´Rvk1,σ,ω

σ3σ1 , φÑ π ´ φ. (4.13)
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These symmetries have nonperturbative consequences of the structure of the effective inter-
action action V p0q. At fixed W,φ, the theory is invariant under the transformations (1), (2)+(4),
and (2)+(5). In particular, these transformations leave the quadratic part

Qp0qpΨq “
ÿ

σ,ω

ż

dk1

2π|B|
Ψ̂`k1,σ,ωŴ

p0q
2;ωpk

1qΨ̂´k1,σ,ω (4.14)

of the effective potential V p0qpΨq invariant (in (4.14),
ş

dk1

2π|B| is a shorthand for the Riemann sum

pβL2q´1
ř

k0P
2π
β
Z
ř

~kPBL). This means that:

Ŵ
p0q
2;ωpk

1q “ e´ipω
2π
3
`~k1¨~̀1qn´Ŵ

p0q
2;ωpT

´1k1qeipω
2π
3
`~k1¨~̀1qn´ (4.15)

“
“

Ŵ
p0q
2;ωp´k

1
0,´k

1
1, k

1
2q
‰˚
“

“

Ŵ
p0q
2;ωp´k

1
0, k

1
1, k

1
2q
‰:
.

The values of Ŵ
p0q
2;ωpk

1q and of its derivatives at k1 “ 0 define the effective coupling constants.
By computing Eq.(4.15) at k1 “ 0, we find, for ω “ ˘,

Ŵ
p0q
2;ωp0q “ e´i

2π
3
ωn´Ŵ

p0q
2;ωp0qe

i 2π
3
ωn´ “

“

Ŵ
p0q
2;ωp0q

‰˚
“

“

Ŵ
p0q
2;ωp0q

‰:
. (4.16)

This implies:

Ŵ
p0q
2;ωp0q “ ξω,0 ` δω,0σ3, (4.17)

for two real constants ξω,0 and δω,0. Let us now discuss the structure of the derivative of the
kernel of the quadratic terms. By taking the derivative of Eq.(4.15) w.r.t. k1 and then setting
k1 “ 0, we get:

Bk1Ŵ
p0q
2;ωp0q “ e´i

2π
3
ωn´TBk1Ŵ

p0q
2;ωp0qe

i 2π
3
ωn´ “ p´RvqBk1Ŵ

p0q˚
2;ω p0q “ p´P qBk1Ŵ

p0q:
2;ω p0q, (4.18)

where Rv (resp. P ) is the diagonal matrix with diagonal elements p1, 1,´1q (resp. p1,´1,´1q).
Eq.(4.18) implies that:

k1Bk1Ŵ
p0q
2;ωp0q “

ˆ

´iz1,ωk
1
0 ´uωp´ik

1
1 ` ωk

1
2q

´uωpik
1
1 ` ωk

1
2q ´iz2,ωk

1
0

˙

, (4.19)

where uω, z1,ω, z2,ω are real constants.

The integration of Ψ
pď0q
ω is performed iteratively. One rewrites Ψ

pď0q
ω “

ř

hď0 Ψ
phq
ω , for

suitable single-scale fields Ψ
phq
ω . The covariance ĝ

phq
ω of Ψ

phq
ω , supported for quasi-momenta k1

such that a02h´1 ď |k1| ď a02h`1, will be defined inductively. We consider two different regimes.
The first corresponds to scales h ě h˚1 , with

h˚1 :“ mint0, tlog2mR,`uu, (4.20)

and the rest to scales h˚1 ě h ě h˚2 with h˚2 :“ mint0, tlog2 |mR,´|uu (recall that we are focusing
on the case that mR,` ą |mR,´|.). We describe the iteration in an inductive way. Assume
that the fields Ψp0q,Ψp´1q, . . . ,Ψph`1q, h ě h˚1 , have been integrated out and that after their
integration the generating function has the following structure, analogous to the one at scale 0:

eWpf,Aq “
eW

phqpf,Aq

Nh

ż

P pdΨpďhqqe´V
phqpΨpďhqq`BphqpΨpďhq,f,Aq, (4.21)
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where V phq and Bphq are, respectively, the effective potential and source terms, satisfying the
conditions that V phqp0q “ 0 and Bphqp0, f, Aq “ BphqpΨ, 0, 0q “ 0. The normalization constant

Nh is fixed in such a way that Nh “
ş

P pdΨpďhqqe´V
phqpΨpďhqq. Here, P pdΨpďhqq is the Grassmann

Gaussian integration with propagator (diagonal in the σ and ω indices)

gpďhqω px,yq “

ż

P pdΨpďhqqΨ
´pďhq
x,σ,ω Ψ

`pďhq
y,σ,ω “

ż

dk1

p2πq3
e´ik

1px´yqĝpďhqω pk1q,

where, letting

rωp~k
1q “ Rp~k1 ` ~kωF q, sωp~k

1q “ ´rΩp~k1 ` ~k ωF q ´
3

2
pik11 ` ωk

1
2qs, (4.22)

m´p~k
1q “ mR,´ ` 2t2

`

α2p~k
1 ` ~k´F q ´ α2p~k

´
F q

˘

sinφ, (4.23)

m`p~k
1q “ mR,´ ` 6

?
3t2 sinφ` 2t2

`

α2p~k
1 ` ~k`F q ´ α2p~k

`
F q

˘

sinφ, (4.24)

and χhpk
1q “ χ0p2

´hk1q,

ĝpďhqω pk1q “ χhpk
1q

ˆ

a1,ω,hpk
1q b˚ω,hpk

1q

bω,hpk
1q a2,ω,hpk

1q

˙´1

, (4.25)

with

aρ,ω,hpkq “ ´ik0Zρ,ω,h ` rωp~k
1q ` p´1qρ´1mωp~k

1q,

bω,hpk
1q “ ´vω,hpik

1
1 ` ωk

1
2q ` sωp

~k1q , (4.26)

and the understanding that p´1qρ´1 is equal to `1, if ρ “ A, and equal to ´1, if ρ “ B. The
quantities Zρ,ω,h and vω,h are real, and they have, respectively, the meaning of wave function

renormalizations and of effective velocities. Note that rωp~k
1q and sωp~k

1q are both of orderOp|~k1|2q,
while the mass satisfies (again, recall that mR,` “ mR,´ ` 6

?
3t2 sinφ):

mωp~k
1q “ mR,ω ` tωp~k

1q, with tωp~k
1q “ Op|~k1|2q.

By definition, the representation above is valid at the initial step, h “ 0. In order to inductively
prove its validity at the generic step, let us discuss how to pass from scale h to scale h´ 1, that
is, how to integrate out the field Ψphq, and how to re-express the resulting effective theory in
the form (4.21), with h replaced by h ´ 1. Before integrating the Ψphq field out, we split V phq

and Bphq into their local and irrelevant parts (here, for simplicity, we spell out the definitions
only in the f “ 0 case): V phq “ LV phq`RV phq and Bphq “ LBphq`RBphq, where, denoting the
quadratic part of V phq by

QphqpΨq “
ÿ

ω,σ

ż

dk1

p2πq3
Ψ̂`k1,σ,ωŴ

phq
2;ω pk

1qΨ̂´k1,σ,ω,

and the part of Bphq of order p2, 0, 1q in pψ, f,Aq by

QphqpΨ, Aq “
ÿ

ω,σ,µ

ż

dp

p2πq3

ż

dk1

p2πq3
Âp,µΨ̂`k1`p,σ,ωŴ

phq
2,1;µ,ωpk

1,pqΨ̂´k1,σ,ω
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we let:

LV phqpΨq “
ÿ

ω,σ

ż

dk1

p2πq3
Ψ̂`k1,σ,ωrŴ

phq
2;ω p0q ` k1Bk1Ŵ

phq
2;ω p0q

‰

Ψ̂´k1,σ,ω,

and

LBphqpΨ, 0, Aq “
ÿ

ω,σ,µ

ż

dp

p2πq3

ż

dk1

p2πq3
Âp,µΨ̂`k1`p,σ,ωŴ

phq
2,1;µ,ωp0,0qΨ̂

´
k1,σ,ω.

By the symmetries of the model,

LV phqpΨq “
ÿ

ω,σ

ż

dk1

p2πq3

”

2hξω,hΨ̂`k1,σ,ωΨ̂´k1,σ,ω ` 2hδω,hΨ̂`k1,σ,ωσ3Ψ̂´k1,σ,ω (4.27)

`Ψ̂`k1,σ,ω

ˆ

´iz1,ω,hk0 ´uω,hp´ik
1
1 ` ωk

1
2q

´uω,hpik
1
1 ` ωk

1
2q ´iz2,ω,hk0

˙

Ψ̂´k1,σ,ω

ı

,

where ξω,h, δω,h, zρ,ω,h, uω,h are real constants and σ3 is the third Pauli matrix. We also denote

by γµ,ω,h :“ Ŵ
phq
2,1;µ,ωp0,0q the vertex functions, entering the definition of LBphqpΨ, 0, Aq. Notice

that their structure is constrained by the Ward Identities. E.g., using [23, Eq.(20)], one finds that
γ0,ω,h “ ´

ř2
ρ“1pZρ,ω,h ` zρ,ω,hqnρ (where nρ “ p1 ` p´1qρ´1σ3q{2), γ1,ω,h “ ´pvω,h ` uω,hqσ2,

and γ2,ω,h “ ´ωpvω,h` uω,hqσ1. However, in the following, we will neither need these identities,
nor to identify any special structure of γµ,ω,h, with µ “ 3, 4.

Once the effective potential and source have been split into local and irrelevant parts, we com-
bine the part of LV phq in the second line of (4.27) with the Gaussian integration P pdΨpďhqq, thus

defining a dressed measure P̃ pdΨpďhqq whose propagator g̃
pďhq
ω px,yq is analogous to g

pďhq
ω px,yq,

with the only difference that the functions aρ,ω,h, bω,h in (4.25)-(4.26) are replaced by

ãρ,ω,h´1pkq “ ´ik0Z̃ρ,ω,h´1pk
1q ` rωp~k

1q ` p´1qρ´1mωp~k
1q,

b̃ω,h´1pk
1q “ ´ṽω,h´1pk

1qpik11 ` ωk
1
2q ` sωp

~k1q,

with

Z̃ρ,ω,h´1pk
1q “ Zρ,ω,h ` zρ,ω,h χhpk

1q,

ṽω,h´1pk
1q “ vω,h ` uω,h χhpk

1q.

Now, by rewriting the support function χhpk
1q in the definition of g̃

pďhq
ω px,yq as χhpk

1q “

fhpk
1q ` χh´1pk

1q, we correspondingly rewrite: g̃
pďhq
ω px,yq “ g̃

phq
ω px,yq ` g

pďh´1q
ω px,yq, where

g
pďh´1q
ω px,yq is defined exactly as in (4.25)-(4.26), with h replaced by h´1, and Zρ,ω,h´1, vω,h´1

defined by the flow equations:

Zρ,ω,h´1 “ Zρ,ω,h ` zρ,ω,h, vω,h´1 “ vω,h ` uω,h.

We are now ready to integrate the fields on scale h. We define:

e´V
ph´1qpΨq`Bph´1qpΨ,f,Aq`wphqpf,Aq “ Ch

ż

P̃ pdΨphqqe´F
phq
ξ pΨphq`Ψq´F

phq
δ pΨphq`Ψq

ˆ

ˆe´RV
phqpΨphq`Ψq`LBphqpΨphq`Ψ,f,Aq`RBphqpΨphq`Ψ,f,Aq, (4.28)
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where P̃ pdΨphqq is the Gaussian integration with propagator g̃
phq
ω ,

F
phq
ξ pΨq “

ÿ

ω

2hξω,h

ż

dk1

p2πq3
Ψ̂`k1,σ,ωΨ̂´k1,σ,ω, F

phq
δ pΨq “

ÿ

ω

2hδω,h

ż

dk1

p2πq3
Ψ̂`k1,σ,ωσ3Ψ̂´k1,σ,ω,

and C´1
h “

ş

P̃ pdΨphqqe´F
phq
ξ pΨphqq`RV phqpΨphqq. Finally, letting Wph´1q “Wphq ` wphq, we obtain

the same expression as (4.21), with h replaced by h´1. This concludes the proof of the inductive
step, corresponding to the integration of the fields on scale h, with h ě h˚1 . By construction,
the running coupling constants ~τh “ pξω,h, δω,h, ZA,ω,h, ZB,ω,h, vω,hqωPt˘u verify the following
recursive equations:

ξω,h´1 “ 2ξω,h ` β
ξ
ω,hpU,~τh, . . . , ~τ0q,

δω,h´1 “ 2δω,h ` β
δ
ω,hpU,~τh, . . . , ~τ0q, (4.29)

Zρ,ω,h´1 “ Zρ,ω,h ` β
Z,ρ
ω,hpU,~τh, . . . , ~τ0q,

vω,h´1 “ vω,h ` β
v
ω,hpU,~τh, . . . , ~τ0q,

for suitable functions β7ω,h, known as the (components of the) beta function. Note that the initial

data ξω,0, δω,0, Zρ,ω,0, vω,0 are analytically close to ξ, δ, 1, 3
2 , respectively; they are not exactly

independent of the indices ρ, ω, due to to the effect of the ultraviolet integration. However,
for small values of mR,`, the difference between the initial data, for different values of the
indices, differ at most by OpUmR,`q (note that mR,` “ Op|mR,`| ` sinφq). As we shall see
below, the running coupling constants remain analytically close to their initial data, for all
h ď 0. Similarly, the vertex functions satisfy recursive equations driven by the running coupling
constants themselves:

γµ,ω,h´1 “ γµ,ω,h `
0
ÿ

h1“h

γµ,ω,h1 β̃
γ
µ,ω,h1pU,~τh, . . . , ~τ0q ,

whose solution remains analytically close to the corresponding initial data, for all h ď 0.
From the structure and properties of the effective propagator on scale h, see (4.25) and

following lines, one recognizes that the effective theory at scale h is a lattice regularization of a
theory of relativistic fermions with masses mR,˘. As anticipated above, Zρ,ω,h and vω,h remain
analytically close to their initial data 1, 3

2 , for all h ď 0: therefore, it is straightforward to check
that the single scale propagator satisfies

|gphqω px,yq| ď CN
22h

1` p2h|x´ y|qN
, @N ě 1 . (4.30)

Moreover, the single-scale propagator admits the decomposition:

gphqω px,yq “ Gphqω px,yq ` g
phq
ω,rpx,yq (4.31)

where G
phq
ω px,yq is obtained from g

phq
ω px,yq by setting mR,ω “ 0, and where the remainder term

g
phq
ω,r satisfies the same bound as g

phq
ω times an extra factor mR,ω2´h, which is small, for all scales

larger than h˚1 .
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Due to the fact that mR,` ě |mR,´|, once we reach the scale h “ h˚1 , the infrared propagator
of the field corresponding to ω “ ` satisfies the following bound:

|g
pďh˚1 q
` px,yq| ď CN

22h˚1

1` p2h
˚
1 |x´ y|qN

; (4.32)

that is, it admits the same qualitative bound as the corresponding single scale propagator on
scale h “ h˚1 . For this reason, it can be integrated in a single step, without any further need for
a multiscale analysis. We do so and, after its integration, we are left with an effective theory on

scales h ď h˚1 , depending only on Ψ
pďh˚1 q
´ , which we integrate in a multiscale fashion, similar to

the one described above, until the scale h “ h˚2 is reached. At that point, the infrared propagator

g
pďh˚2 q
´ satisfies a bound similar to (4.32), with h˚1 replaced by h˚2 , and the corresponding field

can be integrated in a single step. The outcome of the final integration is the desired generating
function.

The iterative integration procedure described above provides an explicit algorithm for com-
puting the kernels of the effective potential and sources. In particular, they can be repre-
sented as sums of Gallavotti-Nicolò trees, identical to those of [24, Section 3], modulo the
following minor differences. The endpoints v on scale hv “ `1 are associated either with

F
p0q
ξ pΨpď0qq, or with F

p0q
δ pΨpď0qq, or with LBp0qpΨpď0qq, or with one of the terms in RVp0qpΨpď0qq

or in RBp0qpΨpď0q, f, Aq; the endpoints on scale hv ď 0 are, instead, associated either with

F
phv´1q
ξ pΨpďhv´1qq, or with F

phv´1q
δ pΨpďhv´1qq, or with LBphv´1qpΨpďhv´1q, f, Aq. The most im-

portant novelty of the present construction, as compared with [24], is the presence of the relevant
couplings ξω,h, δω,h, whose flow must be controlled by properly choosing the counterterms ξ and
δ, see discussion below. Recall that the flows of ξ`,h and δ`,h stop at scale h˚1 ; for smaller scales,
we let ξ`,h1 “ δ`,h1 “ 0, @h1 ă h˚1 . Similarly, we let the other running coupling constants with
ω “ `, that is, Zρ,`,h and v`,h, be zero for scales smaller than h˚1 . It turns out that the tree
expansion is absolutely convergent, provided that U is small enough and the relevant couplings
remain small, uniformly in the scale h ď 0. More precisely, the kernels of the effective poten-
tial satisfy the following bound (a similar statement is valid, of course, for the kernels of the

effective source). Notation-wise, we let W
phq
n px1, . . . ,xnq be the kernel of the effective potential

VphqpΨq associated with the monomial in Ψ of order n; of course, W
phq
n is non zero only if n

is even. The arguments x1, . . . ,xn are the space-time coordinates of the Grassmann fields; the
kernel implicitly depends also on the ρ, ω indices of the external fields, but we do not spell out

their dependence explicitly. We also let }W
phq
n }1 :“

ş

dx2 ¨ ¨ ¨ dxn|W
phq
n px1, . . . ,xnq| (here

ş

dx is

a shorthand for
şβ
0 dx0

ř

~xPΛL
), which is independent of x1, due to translational invariance.

Lemma 4.1. There exist positive constants U0, θ, C0, such that the following is true. Suppose
that maxρ,ω,kěht|Zρ,ω,k ´ 1|, |vω,k ´

3
2 |, |ξω,k|, |δω,k|u ď C|U |. Then, the kernels of the effective

potential on scale h´ 1 are analytic in U for |U | ď U0{pC ` 1q, and satisfy the bound

}W
ph´1q
2 }1 ď C|U |2h ` C0|U |2

hp1`θq , (4.33)

}W ph´1q
n }1 ď Cn0 |U |

n
2
´12hp3´n`θq , @n ě 4 . (4.34)

The components of the beta function are analytic in U in the same domain, and satisfy:

ˇ

ˇβ#
ω,hpU,~τh, . . . , ~τ0q

ˇ

ˇ ď C0|U |2
θh . (4.35)
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The proof of the lemma goes along the same lines as the proof of [24, Theorem 2], see
also the review [22], and will not be repeated here. Two key ingredients in the proof are: the
representation of the iterated truncated expectations in terms of the Brydges-Battle-Federbush
determinant formula, and the Gram-Hadamard bound. The factors 2θh appearing in the right
sides of (4.33), (4.34) and (4.35), represent a ‘dimensional gain’, as compared to a more basic,
naive, dimensional bound, proportional to 2p3´nqh, which is suggested by the fact that the scaling
dimension of the contributions to the effective potential with n external fermionic is equal to 3´n,
in the RG jargon (we use the convention that positive/negative scaling dimensions correspond
to relevant/irrelevant operators). Such a dimensional gain is due to the RG irrelevance of the
quartic interaction (note that 3´n “ ´1 for n “ 4) and to the so-called short-memory property
of the Gallavotti-Nicolò trees (“long trees are exponentially suppressed”): all the contributions
to the effective potential associated with trees that have at least one endpoint on scale `1 have
this additional exponentially decaying factor. The only contributions not having such a gain
are those associated with trees without endpoints on scale `1. The key remark is that, since
the running coupling constants are all associated with quadratic contributions in the fermionic
fields, such contributions are very simple and explicit: they can all be represented as sums of
linear Feynman diagrams with two external legs (‘chain diagrams’), obtained by contracting
in all possible ways the two-legged vertices corresponding to the running coupling constants
ξω,k, δω,k. Therefore, they only contribute to the quadratic part of the effective potential, and
they lead to the first term in the right side of (4.33). Note also that such diagrams do not
contribute to the beta function: in fact, the beta function at scale h is obtained by taking the

‘local part’ of W
phq
2 , which is equal to the value of the Fourier transform xW

p2q
2 at k1 “ 0. If we

compute the chain diagrams at k1 “ 0, we see that the quasi-momenta of all the propagators of
the chain diagram are equal to zero; therefore, the value of the diagram is zero, too, due to the
compact support properties of the single-scale propagator.

The idea, now, is to use the bound on the beta function to inductively prove the assumption
on the running coupling constants, or, more precisely, the following improved version of the
inductive assumption:

|Zρ,ω,h ´ 1| ď C|U |, |vω,h ´
3
2 | ď C|U |, @h˚2 ď h ď 0 ,

|ξ´,h| ď C|U |2θh, |δ´,h| ď C|U |2θh, @h˚2 ď h ď 0 , (4.36)

|ξ`,h ´ ξ´,h| ď C|U |2h
˚
1´h, |δ`,h ´ δ´,h| ď C|U |2h

˚
1´h, @h˚1 ď h ď 0 ,

for a suitable C ą 0 (recall that, by definition, ξ`,h “ δ`,h “ Zρ,`,h “ v`,h “ 0, @h ă h˚1).
Note that the bound on the beta function is already enough to prove the assumption for Zρ,ω,h
and vω,h. The subtle point is to control the flow of ξω,h, δω,h, provided the initial data ξ, δ are
properly chosen. This is the content of the next lemma.

Lemma 4.2. There exist positive constants U0, C, and functions δ “ δpU,mR,´, φq, ξ “
ξpU,mR,´, φq, analytic in U for |U | ď U0{pC ` 1q and vanishing at U “ 0, such that (4.36)
are verified.

Proof. We solve the beta function by looking at it as a fixed point equation on a suitable space
of sequences. The fixed point equation arises by iterating the beta function equation and then
imposing that ξ´,h˚2 “ δ´,h˚2 “ 0. By iterating the first two equations of (4.29), we get, for all
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h˚2 ď h ď 0,

ξω,h “ 2´h
`

ξω,0 `
0
ÿ

k“h`1

2k´1βξω,kpU,~τk, . . . , ~τ0q
˘

(4.37)

δω,h “ 2´h
`

δω,0 `
0
ÿ

k“h`1

2k´1βδω,kpU,~τh, . . . , ~τ0q
˘

,

with the understanding that ξ`,h “ δ`,h “ 0, @h ă h˚1 . Consider first the case ω “ ´. By
imposing the condition that ξ´,h˚2 “ δ´,h˚2 “ 0, we find that

ξ´,0 “ ´
0
ÿ

k“h`1

2k´1βξ
´,kpU,~τh, . . . , ~τ0q, δ´,0 “ ´

0
ÿ

k“h`1

2k´1βδ´,kpU,~τh, . . . , ~τ0q. (4.38)

Plugging these identities back in (4.37) with ω “ ´ gives

ξ´,h “ ´
ÿ

h˚2ăkďh

2k´h´1βξ
´,kpU,~τh, . . . , ~τ0q, δ´,h “ ´

ÿ

h˚2ăkďh

2k´h´1βδ´,kpU,~τh, . . . , ~τ0q,

(4.39)
which is the desired equation for ξ´,h, δ´,h. Consider next the case ω “ `. The initial data
ξ`,0, δ`,0 in the right side of (4.37) are regarded as given functions of U, ξ´,0, δ´,0,mR,´, φ, whose
explicit form follows from the ultraviolet integration, such that both ξ`,0 ´ ξ´,0 and δ`,0 ´ δ´,0
are of the order OpU mintmR,`, 1uq. More explicitly, we write,

ξ`,0 “ ξ´,0 ` x̄`pU, ξ´,0, δ´,0,mR,´, φq, δ`,0 “ δ´,0 ` d̄`pU, ξ´,0, δ´,0,mR,´, φq, (4.40)

where x̄` and d̄` are analytic in U, ξ´,0, δ´,0 for |ξ´,0|, |δ´,0| ď C|U | and |U | ď U0{pC ` 1q, and
satisfy:

|x̄`pU, ξ´,0, δ´,0,mR,´, φq| ď C1|U |mintmR,`, 1u,

|x̄`pU, ξ´,0, δ´,0,mR,´, φq ´ x̄`pU, ξ
1
´,0, δ

1
´,0,mR,´, φq| ď (4.41)

ď C1|U |mintmR,`, 1up|ξ´,0 ´ ξ
1
´,0| ` |δ´,0 ´ δ

1
´,0|q ,

for some C1 ą 0, and analogously for d̄`. Plugging (4.40), with ξ´,0, δ´,0 written as in (4.38),
back in (4.37) with ω “ `, we get the desired equation for ξ`,h, δ`,h:

ξ`,h “ 2´h
`

x̄` `
0
ÿ

k“h`1

2k´1pβξ
`,k ´ β

ξ
´,kq ´

h
ÿ

k“h˚2`1

2k´1βξ
´,k

˘

, (4.42)

δ`,h “ 2´h
`

d̄` `
0
ÿ

k“h`1

2k´1pβδ`,k ´ β
δ
´,kq ´

h
ÿ

k“h˚2`1

2k´1βδ´,k
˘

,

for all h˚1 ď h ď 0. The equations (4.39) and (4.42), together with the analogues of (4.37) for
the running coupling constants Zρ,ω,h, vω,h, are looked at as a fixed point equation on the space
M of sequences of running coupling constants τ :“ t~τh˚2 , . . . , ~τ0u, endowed with the norm

}τ}θ “ max
!

max
hď0
ω,ρ

t|Zρ,ω,h ´ 1|, |vω,h ´
3

2
|, 2´θh|ξ´,h|, 2

´θh|δ´,h|u,

max
h˚1ďhď0

t|ξ`,h ´ ξ´,h|2
h´h˚1 , |δ`,h ´ δ´,h|2

h´h˚1 u

)

. (4.43)
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More precisely, the sequence of running coupling constants, solution of the flow equation with
initial data such that ξ´,h˚2 “ δh˚2 “ 0, is the fixed point of the map τ Ñ τ 1 “ Tpτq that, in
components, reads (we write the argument of the beta function as pU, τq, and we do not indicate
the argument of x̄` and d̄`, for short):

ξ1´,h “ ´

h
ÿ

k“h˚2`1

2k´h´1βξ
´,kpU, τq, @h˚2 ď h ď 0 (4.44)

δ1´,h “ ´

h
ÿ

k“h˚2`1

2k´h´1βδ´,kpU, τq, @h˚2 ď h ď 0 (4.45)

ξ1`,h “ 2´hx̄` `
0
ÿ

k“h`1

2k´h´1pβξ
`,kpU, τq ´ β

ξ
´,kpU, τqq

´

h
ÿ

k“h˚2`1

2k´h´1βξ
´,kpU, τq, @h˚1 ď h ď 0 (4.46)

δ1`,h “ 2´hd̄` `
0
ÿ

k“h`1

2k´h´1pβδ`,kpU, τq ´ β
δ
´,kpU, τqq

´

h
ÿ

k“h˚2`1

2k´h´1βδ´,kpU, τq, @h˚1 ď h ď 0 (4.47)

Z 1ρ,ω,h “ 1` z̄ρ,ω `
0
ÿ

k“h`1

βZ,ρω,k pU, τq, @h˚2 ď h ď 0 (4.48)

v1ω,h “
3

2
t1 ` v̄ω `

0
ÿ

k“h`1

βvω,kpU, τq , @h˚2 ď h ď 0 (4.49)

with the understanding that the running coupling constants with ω “ ` are zero for all scales
smaller than h˚1 : ξ`,h “ δ`,h “ Zρ,`,h “ v`,h “ 0, for all h ă h˚1 . Moreover, in the last two
lines, we rewrote Zρ,ω,0 “ 1 ` z̄ρ,ω and vω,0 “

3
2 ` v̄ω, where z̄ρ,ω “ z̄ρ,ωpU, ξ´,0, δ´,0,mR,´, φq

and v̄ω “ v̄ωpU, ξ´,0, δ´,0,mR,´, φq are analytic in U, ξ´,0, δ´,0 for |ξ´,0|, |δ´,0| ď C|U | and |U | ď
U0{pC ` 1q, and satisfy:

|z̄ρ,ωpU, ξ´,0, δ´,0,mR,´, φq| ď C1|U |,

|z̄ρ,ωpU, ξ´,0, δ´,0,mR,´, φq ´ z̄ρ,ωpU, ξ
1
´,0, δ

1
´,0,mR,´, φq| ď (4.50)

ď C1|U |p|ξ´,0 ´ ξ
1
´,0| ` |δ´,0 ´ δ

1
´,0|q ,

and analogously for v̄ω. In addition, the differences z̄ρ,` ´ z̄ρ,´ and v̄` ´ v̄´ satisfy the same
bound as (4.41).

We want to show that the map τ Ñ Tpτq admits a unique fixed point in the ball B0 “ tτ P
M : }τ}θ ď C|U |u, for a suitable C ą 0. In order to prove this, we show that, if τ , τ 1 P B0,

}Tpτq}θ ď C|U |, }Tpτq ´Tpτ 1q}θ ď C|U | }τ ´ τ 1}θ , (4.51)

for a suitable C. Once (4.51) is proved, the existence of a unique fixed point in B0 follows via
the Banach fixed point theorem, and we are done: such a fixed point defines the initial data
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ξ´,0, δ´,0 generating a solution to the flow equation satisfying (4.36), as desired. Of course,
fixing ξ´,0, δ´,0 is equivalent (thanks to the analytic implicit function theorem) to fixing ξ, δ:
therefore, the existence of such a fixed point proves the statement of the lemma.

Therefore, we are left with proving (4.51). If τ P B0, by using the bound (4.35) on the
beta function, as well as the assumptions (4.41), (4.50) on the initial data (together with their
analogues for d̄`, v̄ω), it is immediate to check that

|Z 1ρ,ω,h ´ 1| ď C|U |, |v1ω,h ´
3

2
| ď C|U |, |ξ1´,h| ď C|U |2θh, |δ1´,h| ď C|U |2θh, (4.52)

for all h˚2 ď h ď 0 and a suitable constant C. Therefore, in order to check that }Tpτq}θ ď C|U |,
we are left with proving that maxt|ξ1`,h´ξ

1
´,h|, |δ

1
`,h´δ

1
´,h|u ď C|U |2h

˚
1´h, for all h˚1 ď h ď 0. We

spell out the argument for ξ1`,h´ξ
1
´,h, the proof for δ1`,h´δ

1
´,h being exactly the same. By using

(4.44)-(4.46), we have: ξ1`,h´ ξ
1
´,h “ 2´hx̄``

ř0
k“h`1 2k´h´1pβξ

`,kpU, τq´β
ξ
´,kpU, τqq. Now, the

first term in the right side is bounded by 2´h|x̄`| ď 2C1|U |, for all h ě h˚1 , by (4.41) and the

very definition of h˚1 , (4.20). In order to bound the sum
ř0
k“h`1 2k´h´1pβξ

`,kpU, τq´β
ξ
´,kpU, τqq,

we note that βξ
`,k ´ β

ξ
´,k can be expressed as a sum over trees with root on scale k, at least an

endpoint on scale `1 (recall the discussion after the statement of Lemma (4.1)) and: either an
endpoint corresponding to a difference ξ`,k1´ξ´,k1 , or an endpoint corresponding to δ`,k1´δ´,k1 ,

or a propagator g
pk1q
` ´g

pk1q
´ , with k1 ě k. The propagator g

pk1q
` ´g

pk1q
´ admits a dimensional bound

that is the same as g
pk1q
ω times a gain factor 2h

˚
1´k

1

; the differences ξ`,k1 ´ ξ´,k1 and δ`,k1 ´ δ´,k1

are proportional to the same gain factor, due to the assumption that τ P B0. All in all, recalling
the basic bound on the beta function, (4.35), we find a similar bound, improved by the gain
factor 2h

˚
1´k:

ˇ

ˇβξ
`,kpU, τq ´ β

ξ
´,kpU, τq

ˇ

ˇ ď 2C0|U |2
h˚1´k2θk.

This, together with the bound on 2´hx̄`, implies the desired bound, |ξ1`,h´ ξ
1
´,h| ď C|U |2h

˚
1´h,

for all h˚1 ď h ď 0 and C sufficiently large. Exactly the same argument implies the desired
bound for δ1`,h ´ δ

1
´,h.

The proof of the second of (4.51) goes along the same lines, and we only sketch it here.
A similar argument, discussed in all details, can be found in [12, Section 4]. Let us focus, for
simplicity, on the first component of Tpτq ´Tpτ 1q, which reads:

´

h
ÿ

k“h˚2`1

2k´h´1
`

βξ
´,kpU, τq ´ β

ξ
´,kpU, τ

1q
˘

.

The difference βξ
´,kpU, τq´β

ξ
´,kpU, τ

1q can be represented as a sum over trees with root on scale
k, at least an endpoint on scale `1, and: either an endpoint corresponding to a difference ξω,k1´
ξ1ω,k1 , or an endpoint corresponding to δω,k1´δ

1
ω,k1 , or a propagator corresponding to the difference

between g
pk1q
ω computed at the values pZρ,ω,k1 , vω,k1q of the effective parameters and the same

propagator computed at pZ 1ρ,ω,k1 , v
1
ω,k1q, for some k1 ě k. The difference between the propagators

computed at different values of the effective parameters can be bounded dimensionally in the

same way as g
pk1q
ω , times an additional factor maxρ,ωt|Zρ,ω,k1 ´Z

1
ρ,ω,k1 |, |vω,k1 ´v

1
ω,k1 |u. Therefore,
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recalling the basic bound on the beta function, (4.35), we find a similar bound, multiplied by
the norm of the difference between the running coupling constants:

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ
βξ
´,kpU, τq ´ β

ξ
´,kpU, τ

1q

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ
ď 2C0|U |2

θk}τ ´ τ 1}θ, (4.53)

which implies the desired estimate on the first component of Tpτq ´Tpτ 1q. A similar argument
is valid for the other components, but we will not belabor the details here.

We now have all the ingredients to prove Proposition 3.3. In fact, in view of Lemma 4.1
and Lemma 4.2, we can fix the counterterms ξ, δ in such a way that the kernels of the effective
potential on all scales are analytic in U , uniformly in the scale, and satisfy (4.33). A simple by-

product of the proof shows that the kernel W
phq
n px1, . . . ,xnq decays faster than any power in the

tree distance among the space-time points x1, . . . ,xn, with a decay length proportional to 2´h.
Analogous claims are valid for the kernels of the effective source term and of the generating
function. In particular, recalling that the scale h is always larger or equal than h˚2 , we have
that the kernels of the effective potential, which are nothing else but the multi-point correlation
functions, are analytic in U and decay faster than any power in the tree distance among their
arguments, with a typical decay length of the order 2h

˚
2 „ |mR,´|. Therefore, for any mR,´ ‰ 0,

the Fourier transform of any multi-point correlation of local operators is C8 in the momenta. In
the massless case, the correlations are dimensionally bounded like in the graphene case [24, 25]:
in particular, the two-point density-density, or current-current correlations decay like |x´y|´4 at
large Euclidean space-time separation. For further details about the construction and estimate
of the correlation functions, the reader is referred to, e.g., [20, 25]. This concludes the proof of
Proposition 3.3.

5 Proof of Theorem 2.1

In order to conclude the proof of Theorem 2.1, we need to prove that: there exists a choice
of mR,- for which the Euclidean correlations of the reference model with Hamiltonian HR, see
(2.21), coincide with those of the original Hamiltonian H; the Euclidean Kubo conductivity
coincides with the real-time one. Cf. with the last two items, (iii) and (iv), of the list after
(2.22). We also need to prove the regularity and symmetry properties of the critical curves,
stated in Theorem 2.1.

Let us start with discussing item (iii), as well as the C1 regularity of the critical curves. In
order to prove the equivalence of H and HR, it is enough to fix the counterterms as discussed
in the previous section, and choose mR,´ to be the solution of (2.22). Let us then show that
(2.22) can be inverted in the form mR,´ “ mR,´pU,W, φq, with mR,´pU,W, φq analytic in U and
C1 in W,φ. We want to appeal to the analytic implicit function theorem. For this purpose, we
need to estimate the derivative of δpU,mR,-, φq w.r.t. mR,´. Recall that δ´,0 “ δ´,0pU,mR,´, φq
satisfies the second of (4.38), and that δpU,mR,´, φq and δ´,0pU,mR,´, φq are analytically close
(they differ only because of the effect of the ultraviolet integration). Therefore,

δpU,mR,´, φq “ ´
1
ÿ

k“h˚2`1

2k´1βδ´,kpU, τq,
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where βδ´,kpU, τq accounts for the difference between δ and δ´,0 due to the ultraviolet integration.
Differentiating both sides with respect to the mass, we find:

BδpU,mR,´, φq

BmR,´
“ ´

1
ÿ

k“h˚2`1

2k´1
Bβδ´,k
BmR,´

pU, τq,

which should be looked at as (a component of) a fixed point equation for the derivatives of the
running coupling constants, analogous to the ones solved in the proof of Lemma (4.2). When

acting on the beta function, the derivative with respect to mR,´ can act on a propagator g
pk1q
ω ,

or on a running coupling constant. When acting on a propagator, it replaces g
pk1q
ω by Bg

pk1q
ω

BmR,´
,

which is bounded dimensionally in the same way as g
pk1q
ω , times an extra factor proportional to

2´k
1

. On the other hand, the action of the derivative on a running coupling constant should be
bounded inductively, in the same spirit as the proof of Lemma 4.2. All in all, recalling also the
basic bound on the beta function, (4.35), we get

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

BδpU,mR,´, φq

BmR,´

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ
ď

1
ÿ

k“h˚2`1

2kC0|U |2
θk2´k ď C2|U |, (5.1)

for a suitable constant C2. Exactly the same argument and estimates are valid for the derivative
with respect to φ, so that

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

BδpU,mR,´, φq

Bφ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ
ď C2|U | . (5.2)

The last estimate is optimal for small φ. For larger values of φ, one can also take advantage of
the symmetry under exchange φÑ π´φ (the ‘magnetic reflections’, see (4.13)) to conclude that
the derivative of δ with respect to φ vanishes continuously as φ Ñ pπ{2q´. Moreover, by the
symmetry properties of the model, δpU, 0, 0q “ 0. Therefore, |δpU,mR,´, φq| ď 2C2|U |p|mR,´| `

sinφq.
Using these bounds and the implicit function theorem, we see that (2.22) can be inverted

in the form (2.23), with |rδpU,W, φq| ď C|U |pW ` sinφq for some constant C. The equation
for the critical curve in the parameter range we are considering is simply mR,- “ 0, that is
W “ 3

?
3t2 sinφ` δpU, 0, φq, which is C1 in φ and, thanks to the symmetries of the problem, it

satisfies the properties stated in Theorem 2.1.

We are left with discussing item (iv), that is, the equivalence between the Euclidean and
real-time Kubo conductivities. Given our bounds on the Euclidean correlations, the equivalence
follows from result discussed in previous papers. In fact, our bounds imply that the current-
current correlations, at large space-time separations, decay either faster-than-any-power decay,
if mR,´ ‰ 0, or like |x´ y|´4, otherwise: therefore, we can repeat step by step the proof of [26,
Theorem 3.1], as the reader can easily check. For a slightly modified and simplified proof, see
also [3, Appendix B] and [35, Section 5].

This concludes the proof of Theorem 2.1.

5.1 Concluding remarks

In conclusion, the universality of the Hall conductivity (i.e., its independence from the interaction
strength) can be seen as a consequence of lattice conservation laws, combined with the regularity
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properties of the correlation functions. The quantization of the interacting Hall conductivity
then follows from its quantization in the non-interacting case: however, an important point in
the proof is to compare the interacting system and its conductivity with the right reference
non-interacting system, that is, the one with the right value of the mass; this is the reason why
we introduce a reference non-interacting system with mass equal to the renormalized mass of
the interacting system; in order to fix the correct value of the renormalized mass, we need to
solve a fixed point equation for it. The same strategy we proposed in the present context can be
easily extended to prove that the Hall conductivity is constant against any deformation of the
Hamiltonian, provided the Fourier transform of the correlations are sufficiently regular at each
point of the interpolation, in the sense specified by Proposition 3.3. Note that our universality
result is valid as soon as the Fourier transform of the current-current-interaction correlations
are C3 in momentum space (a critical analysis of the proof shows that we need even less: C2`ε

with ε ą 0 is a sufficient condition for our construction to work). This means that we do not
require the existence of a spectral gap, or the exponential decay of correlations: sufficiently
fast polynomial decay is actually enough. It would be nice to provide a realistic example of a
gapless model exhibiting a non-trivial, universal behavior of the transverse conductivity (or, in
alternative, to exclude the possibility that such a model exists).

A problem connected with the one discussed in this paper, but much more challenging, is
to prove universality of the conductivity for massless models with slow polynomial decay of
correlations: by ‘slow’, here, we mean that Proposition 3.3 cannot be applied. A first example
is the Haldane model, considered in this paper, for values of the parameters on the critical
line. In this case, as already recalled after the statement of Theorem (2.1), one can prove
the universality of the longitudinal conductivity [23]: the proof, which generalizes the one in
[25], uses lattice Ward Identities, combined with the symmetry properties of the current-current
correlation functions. It would be very interesting to establish the universality, or the violation
thereof, of the transverse conductivity on the critical line.

Another gapless context, where the issue of the universality of the conductivity naturally
arises, is the case of bulk massive systems in non-trivial domains with, say, Dirichlet conditions
imposed at the boundary. In such a setting, usually, massless edge states appear, and the edge
system is characterized by correlations with slow polynomial decay. Nevertheless, universality
holds as a consequence of more subtle mechanisms, which relies on the non-renormalization
of the edge chiral anomaly. Using these ideas, two of us proved the validity of the bulk-edge
correspondence in lattice Hall systems with single-mode chiral edge currents [3], and in the
spin-conserving Kane-Mele model [34]. It would be very interesting to generalize these findings
to lattice systems with several edge modes, as well as to continuum systems.
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